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Abstract 

Though banking Sectors are affecting Indian Financial Market a lot, but now The Non Banking Financial 

Companies are playing a veritably vital part in Indian Financial requests and also contending with Banking Sectors 

by furnishing colourful financial services and are playing a reciprocal part with other Fiscal institutions in Indian 

Economy. Then the Study has been made to know the part of NBFCs in Development of Indian Economy. In 

developing Country like India, for the access of finance in the profitable development and For growth of 

Entrepreneurship is veritably delicate. Now a days though colourful fiscal addition schemes like Pradhan Mantri Jan 

Dhan Yojana and numerous further have been enforced by the government through the help of Banking sectors, but 

banks cannot meet all the fiscal requirements of all class peoples due to their rigid loan disbursement programs and 

credit worthiness programs, because homes and small business man cannot pierce the fiscal services from banks due 

to the below reasons. So the requirements of NBFCs for furnishing colourful fiscal services to the all parts people 

fluently and more snappily for the development of Entrepreneurial conditioning in our Country. NBFCs are 

addressing the debt demand of colourful sectors in the Frugality like from large structure backing to small micro 

finance, so playing a veritably vital part in fund mobilisation in our Frugality. This Assiduity has responded 

appreciatively to the nonsupervisory sweats for the better understanding of pitfalls and to identify similar pitfalls 

through the backing of regulations in its Credit script. Over the time the Sector has been disintegrated and accepts 

stylish operation practices invention, threat operation, technology and governance. For above those points of view 

the exploration has been conducted to know the part of NBFCs in the development of Frugality in our country and to 

know its present challenges.  
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Introduction: 

In once many times India was known as bank dominated fiscal system but now a days the trend has completely been 

changed due to establishment of colourful indispensable fiscal systems like Non Banking fiscal Companies which 

are known as the reciprocal to the banking sectors. Non Banking Financial Companies are companies which are 

registered under the companies act 2013 in India and engaged in the colourful business like loans and advances, 

accession of shares, stocks, bonds, insurance business, hire purchase business and virgin fund business but don't 

include any institutions which are involved as their core business in husbandry Finance, artificial conditioning and 

other purchase, trade and construction of goods and any irremovable property. The fiscal conditioning of NBFCs are 

rigorously regulated and supervised by Reserve Bank of India under the RBI act.1934. Since once 20 times the need 

and demand of NBFCs are veritably grandly due to the expansion of colourful artificial sectors and the huge demand 

of adventure capital and also the need of working capital. 

These companies are furnishing the colourful fiscal services to those sector people who aren't eligible and fulfilling 

the terms and conditions of banking sectors and due to their lack of credit worthiness. Those above sector people are 

generally belong to the pastoral and semi civic areas and are called unbanked guests. So NBFCs are known as the 

reciprocal to the banking sectors and are playing a veritably pivotal part in development of Indian Financial System. 



Role of NBFCs in Indian Economic Development 

 

NBFCs are now filling the gap between the fiscal demand of the society and fiscal institution’s force of similar fiscal 

offers. 

History of NBFCs in India: 

NBFCs first started their operations from 1960 and were known as the volition of banking sectors in India and at 

that time their demand were veritably low due to lack of mindfulness among the investors and borrowers but in now 

a days their demand are veritably grandly due to strict and rigid lending programs have been following by the 

banking sectors according to the strong guidelines are being followed by the instruction of RBI. In first the 

companies act regulates the financial operations of NBFCs but in subsequently due to the complex and specialised 

nature of their operations the RBI decided to regulate and to supervise their operations. Between the 1980s to 1990s 

the NBFCs were recognised as reputed and customer friendly financial institutions and have retained a large volume 

of Artificial business guests and the number of companies have been increased from bare 7000 to roughly 30000 in 

1992 as compare with 1981. Since also, conditioning Non Banking Financial Companies were covered by RBI rules 

and regulations. 

Objective: 

1. To study the benefactions of NBFCs in Financial Services.  

2. To study the branch of NBFCs in Economic Development of the Country.  

3. To study the branch of NBFCs in Fiscal Addition in the Country. 

Literature Review: 

1. Shanker (1996) revealed that the resources should be increased and efficiently allocated in the huge 

competitive script due to the large numbers of contenders and their financial soundness. 

2. Balachandran (2006) revealed that the colourful fiscal products are available in the fiscal requests and 

which offer acceptable credit and payment services and also helps in mobilising the finances of savers to 

the borrowers as investment of similar fiscal companies and for those reasons NBFCs are playing a 

veritably major part in Indian fiscal requests. 

3. Khalil (2011) revealed that the NBFC’s performance in fiscal aspects which include the services like 

investment and leasing finance, operation of asset, consulting services in case of investment which aren't 

efficiently handed by the Banking sectors  

4. Kishore & Sworup (2019) revealed that NBFCs are known as the most important part of our system of 

finance. They're veritably effective in introducing innovative fiscal products for filling the gap between the 

client’s requirements and banks and other fiscal institution’s force of fiscal services. They've been playing 

veritably important part in contributing towards major sectors like structure, road transport which are 

known as the heart of the country for profitable development and growth. Due to the establishment of 

import commission and taskforce by the help of nonsupervisory bodies like Reserve Bank of India the 

below part has been explosively displayed by the NBFCs. 

Research Methodology: 

The exploration is grounded on Secondary data which are collected from colourful websites, magazines and papers 

and considered from 1996 to 2019. 

Meaning of NBFCs: 

• A company of fiscal institution.  

• An NBFC is a company of finance which is principally engaged in accepting deposits under different 

programs and also giving loan in different schemes or programs.  

• By the previous blessing of government of India and by the announcement published in government 

Review, non banking fiscal institutions are established and operated. 
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Role of NBFCs in Indian Economic Development: 

NBFCs are playing a part of fiscal interposers between the rational depositors or saviors and indigent borrowers. 

These fiscal Companies give large figures of provident services due to the presence of scale of Husbandry; the threat 

can be fluently diversified in colorful units due to their capability and professional moxie services. Therefore their 

operations and conditioning are giving both openings of getting further return of their investment and by taking 

lower pitfalls. For the intermediation conditioning of similar fiscal institutions the borrowers are getting a large and 

wide variety of fiscal service as loan and that eventually helps in development of our profitable position of nation. 

Marketable banking sectors are generally furnishing and outlaying their centrals generally to the agrarian, artificial 

and marketable purpose and NBFCs are generally fastening for giving loans to small, pastoral and semi civic retail 

guests, giving loans for electronics, durable and consumable goods, purchase and addition of home and for trading 

and transportation purpose. All the below conditioning are rigorously supervised and regulated by the RBI like 

banking sectors. The main part of fiscal institutions is to mobilize the finances from saviors to ultimate need of the 

borrowers. So they're playing a vital part in the growth and development of profitable sectors of our nation. 

Problems and Challenges of NBFCs in India: 

According to the recently streamlined programs and rules of Reserve Bank of India, some of regulations will be 

perceptible and respectable due to its capital acceptability rules and better and smooth finances operation, but then 

there's some nebulosity in moment’s thinking how can similar Non Banking fiscal institutions should mobilize the 

finances and to expand its leasing and hire purchase business in a significant way. In present script by taking 

multitudinous factors into consideration it was concluded that the NBFCs should allocate and mobilize its financial 

resources by not taking the help from banking sectors and other fiscal institutions in form of admit credit but have to 

use and mobilize their own fiscal coffers without depending upon any other reciprocal institutions of finance. 

Conclusion: 

NBFCs are known as the most important part of our system of finance. Those institutions have been offering credit 

to the retail guests who aren't eligible to get loan from banks and other reciprocal fiscal institutions due to their low 

credit worthiness and poor or warrant in validations and for that reason they're called undeserved guests in banks 

point of view. They're veritably effective in introducing innovative fiscal products for filling the gap between the 

client’s requirements and banks and other fiscal institution’s force of fiscal services. They've been playing veritably 

important part in contributing towards major sectors like structure, road transport which are known as the heart of 

the country for profitable development and growth. Due to the establishment of import commission and taskforce by 

the help of nonsupervisory bodies like Reserve Bank of India the below part has been explosively displayed by the 

NBFCs. Now these fiscal institutions are also known as the essential part of fiscal systems in India and also have 

significant places and benefactions towards strategic government opinions like Fiscal Addition and numerous further 

other opinions. They’re also filling the gap between the fiscal conditions of the retail and pastoral uninhabited guests 

and bank’s benefactions to similar guests for furnishing credit. The applicability of the findings of the study states 

that in NBFC’s conditioning and performances, the pitfalls play a veritably important part. Operation of similar 

pitfalls must be supervised by the effective threat directors and by the Country’s central bank. The findings of the 

study suggest that in case of NBFCs sector, practices of operation for pitfalls or lower threat taking impulses which 

leads to better and significant performance of its fiscal conditioning in India.  
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